We perform a state-of-the-art global fit to all Higgs data. We synthesise them into a 'universal' form, which allows to easily test any desired model. We apply the proposed methodology to extract from data the Higgs branching ratios, production cross sections, couplings and to analyse composite Higgs models, extra particles in the loops, invisible Higgs decay into Dark Matter. Best fit regions lie around the Standard Model predictions and are well approximated by our fit. 
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Introduction
We want to know if the particle recently found at LHC [1, 2] is the long-waited Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson [3] . To do that we can approximatively reconstruct from the data its production cross sections, decay modes and couplings and check if they agree with the predictions of the SM or of other BSM theories.
In particular we make the assumption that new physics can be approximated as a first-order perturbation with respect to the SM predictions. We find that this assumption is supported by data, that agree with the SM with precisions around the 20% level. For details we refer to [4] .
For this analysis we used the data presented at the Moriond 2013 conference by the CMS, AT-LAS and TeVatron collaborations [5, 6, 7, 8] in the following five decay modes: γγ [9] , ZZ * [10] , WW * [11, 6] , τ + τ − [12] , bb [7, 13] , µ + µ − [14], Zγ [15] and WWW [16], as well as their combination [17] . The data are summarized together with their 1σ error-bars in fig. 1 . The grey band shows the ±1σ range for the average of all rates: 1.00 ± 0.10.
From the measured Higgs boson rates R in units of the central value of the SM prediction, reported by the experimental collaborations, the χ 2 is approximated as
where the sum runs over all measured Higgs boson rates I.
The universal Higgs fit
We consider the following effective Lagrangian:
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where the couplings hγγ, hgg and hZγ arise at one loop level in the SM. Furthermore, we take into account the possibility of Higgs decays into invisible particles X (such as Dark Matter or neutrinos [18] ) with branching ratio BR inv . Any possible new-physics model can be described as specific values of the r i parameters.
Following the procedure described in the previous section, we can extract from the data the function
which describes all the information contained in Higgs data. We find χ 2 = 58.8 at the best fit (56 data points, 10 free parameters), marginally better than the SM fit, χ 2 SM = 61.7 (no free parameters). The universal χ 2 of eq. (2.2) has a too complicated form to be reported analytically, and depends on too many variables to be reported in numerical form, like plots or tables. However, since the data are converging towards the SM predictions with small errors, it is reasonable to make the approximation
and BR inv = ε inv . The observable rates R I are computed at first order in ε i , and consequently the χ 2 is expanded up to second order in ε i . For example, for LHC at 8 TeV the rate of h → WW is approximated as 4) and the full χ 2 can now be reported in a simple form:
in terms of the mean values µ i of each parameter ε i , of its error σ i and in terms of the correlation matrix ρ i j . Since the uncertainties on the ε i parameters are now smaller then 1, the universal approximation starts to be accurate.
Model-dependent Higgs fits 3.1 Standard Model
Assuming the SM predictions for the Higgs decays, we extract from the data the Higgs production cross sections. We find that they agree with the SM predictions, as shown in fig. 2a . As expected, the most precisely probed cross section is the dominant one, σ (pp → h). If we now assume that only the SM particles contribute to the h → gg, γγ, γZ loops:
we find that the fit to the Higgs boson couplings to vectors and fermions is shown in fig. 2b and agrees with the SM predictions (diagonal line),
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Composite Higgs models
In a composite Higgs models, in addition to eq. (3.1), the Higgs boson couplings to massive vector bosons and fermions are rescaled:
The resulting fit is shown in fig. 2c . We see that our approximated universal fit (dotted contours) reproduces very well our full fit (continuous contours).
New physics only in the loop processes
We here assume that only the loop processes are modified with respect to the SM predictions. This amounts to restrict our universal fit setting
with BR inv = 0 and r Zγ = 1. The result is shown in the left panel of fig. 3 , under the form of a fit to the ratios of BR(h → gg) and BR(h → γγ) with respect to the SM. The dashed trajectories show the loop effect due to extra scalar particles with the same quantum numbers of the top (red), of the bottom (blue), of the tau (vertical black line).
Higgs boson invisible width
Next, we allow for a Higgs boson invisible width. We perform two fits. In the first fit, the invisible Higgs width is the only new physics. We find In the second fit, in addition to the invisible width we also allow for non-standard values of h → γγ and h ↔ gg, finding a weaker constraint on BR inv (red curves in fig. 3b )
We can use the bounds on BR inv to constrain [19] the elastic cross section on nucleons of Dark Matter (DM) candidates with mass below M h /2:
where Γ SM h = 4.1 GeV is the total Higgs decay width into all SM particles, that we fix to its SM prediction. We can now impose the upper bounds on BR inv . In fig. 3 we show the corresponding upper limits on the spin-independent DM cross section on nucleons as a function of the DM mass.
Discussion and Conclusions
The LHC experiments reported their measurements of Higgs boson properties at the Moriond 2013 conferences, based on the full collected luminosity during 2011 and 2012. At the same time, TeVatron reported their final Higgs results. Those results will drive our understanding of particle physics, until new 13 TeV LHC data will be available. Motivated by these results, we have performed a state-of-the-art global fit to Higgs boson data. We found that the average Higgs rate is 1.00 ± 0.10 in SM units, supporting the SM Higgs boson hypothesis. We studied several new physics scenarios beyond the SM. Qualitatively, all the fits reach to the same conclusions: i) best fit regions lie along SM predictions, imposing constraints on new physics; ii) our simple 'universal' approximation to the full fit is adequate.
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